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Abstract  
The aim of this thesis is to explain the current situation of Chinese international 
students and combine it with the creation of an editorial illustration series titled 'Abroad’.  
The first part of the thesis introduces the artist's family environment and the family’s 
influence on her. It also describes the artist's early educational experience and the status quo 
of Chinese art education, which explains why some Chinese students choose to study abroad. 
The thesis then shows the daily life of international students, and describes the learning 
process in the United States as an MFA student. This part of the thesis also addresses the 
difficulties encountered by Chinese students. After that the thesis presents the reflections on 
the MFA journey. The thesis describes the different creative techniques of illustration and the 
creative process of the final thesis artwork from concept to completion. 
In conclusion, the thesis argues that narrative and emotional expression are very 
common in editorial illustrations. Illustrators should not be expected to create illustrations 
with sincere emotions and great story telling without the investigation of facts. This thesis 
hopes to help people who don’t understand Chinese international students know their real life 
experiences, and provide a reference for students who are studying abroad or plan to. The 
learning and creative process mentioned in the thesis can also provide effective creative 
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Artist’s Statement         
 
 My name is Haijingchao Su, I am originally from China but currently live in Syracuse, 
NY, USA. I am a grad student at Syracuse University. I have not been good at expressing since I 
was a child. I prefer to listen and observe others rather than talking to people. I am very 
interested in people's psychological activities. I also like to pay attention to some current affairs 
news and think deeply. Therefore, my main interest is in creating editorial illustration. I like to 
record my feelings, the feelings of those around me and what is happening now through drawing. 
My undergraduate major was graphic design, during which I took three weeks of illustration 
classes. However, after that I found that three weeks of study was not enough, it just let me know that 
illustration was a brand new field for me. So I decided to study abroad and major in illustration. In 
the process of preparing to study abroad, I learned that studying abroad has become a trend in China. 
Many people think that even if not for the purpose of learning, living abroad for a few years is also 
something to show off.  
As an international student, after nearly three years of studying abroad, I find that studying 
abroad is not as good an experience as people might think. In addition to the long-term separation 
from our family, we are in an awkward situation, not only abroad but also in China. We have become 
people living in suitcases since we left home. Most days of studying abroad are ordinary and 
repetitive. We speak in halting English and are so embarrassed to ask for help. In order to integrate 
into the strange environment as soon as possible, we have to change our habits. We feel lost, 
especially during holidays and festivals.  
We feel panicked, lonely, and frustrated. Although we have many negative psychological 
changes during this period, maybe this is also a way for us to grow. This series of illustrations is 
based on my mental journey in these years. I want to show our situation to people who don't know 




• The Impact of My Family on Me 
 
It was all thanks to my mother, no matter how good or bad it was. She did not punish me 
when I drew scribbles on the wall, like most parents would have. Instead, she devoted all her spare 
time to improve my artistic knowledge. I later found out my mother had once dreamed of becoming 
an artist but was forced to give up her dream due to the oppressive Cultural Revolution in China. 
She did not stop drawing though. She drew in sketchbooks like one writes in diaries. I began to 
imitate her in recording my life through drawings. At the age of two, I learned how to hold a pen, 
and the lines I draw were shaky and the objects were distorted. Although those pictures are not the 
best, I can still remember the story that I wanted to record. After I went to college, I realized that 
the pictures I drew in the childhood were illustrations, which means I started to paint illustrations 
at a very early age. 
 
Before starting my formal art education, my mother was my teacher. When I was only 
two years old, my mother would go to the library and show me masterpieces. I could only look at 
the pictures in the books over and over again. I did not know who the creators of those 
masterpieces were, until I attended an art history class in college. John Singer Sargent's luxurious 
Madame X, Van Gogh's Café Terrace at Night and self-portraits, Monet's Haystacks and 
Waterlilies, and Marc Chagall's The Floating Lover: these paintings were deeply reflected in my 
mind. Every time I think about an assignment, these works continue to give me inspiration and 
help me solve my problems. These paintings also help me establish my aesthetic. After I learned 
how to read, my mom led me to read books by art critics and took notes with me. However, this 
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may have not been entirely a good thing. When I visited the original pieces in the museum, I 
could not stop thinking about how the art critics had commented on the painting which I did not 
completely agree with, and I completely forgot to appreciate the paintings by themselves. 
Although I no longer live with my mother, my mother still sends me the art commentary that she 
read to me every day as a child. Sometimes I am very troubled because the education I have 
received in China has taught me that there are rules and procedures for drawing and that there is 
a right and wrong way to do things. When I met Tim Bower at Syracuse University, he made me 
realize that art has no right or wrong answers, only different choices. Regardless what my 
teachers in China said, all artistic choices are right and must be appreciated. Because of this I can 
now look at my mom’s articles with a grain of salt. 
 
 
• My Education Experiences 
 
My mother has been with me since the start of my artistic studies at the age of three. She 
showed up at every lesson that I attended, and we completed the teacher's homework and 
reviewed the lessons together. We were studying traditional Chinese painting and although the 
class was supposed to be traditional, we used crayons, colored pencils, and watercolors in 
addition to the traditional Chinese painting mediums. The teacher guided us to use the different 
materials to achieve different desired results. For example, when painting a wave, we drew a 
spray on a piece of paper with a white crayon and then used watercolor to paint the water. The 
white spray appears though the watercolor because the watercolor could not penetrate the wax 
(Figure 1). At that time, I felt that it was as fun as a game. This class influenced me a lot. After 
that, I liked to experiment with different materials based on their different effects. The process 
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was like a treasure hunt, though I often failed and found nothing useful for my practice. But as 
long as there are happy accidents. I will always be satisfied. I believe everything I discover when 
I experiment is unique, and belongs only to me. 
 
Figure 1. “Crane in the pond”, by Haijingchao Su, 2000. 
 
The freedom of my early learning ended with high school. My mother wanted me to 
become a fine artist, and I was not allowed to have an opinion on the matter. So, I had to follow 
her plans. I started to learn art through the orthodox Chinese art education system. I had many 
teachers but they were all the same. All they wanted to do was change me into a soulless 
machine, not an artist. Everything was off limits, we could only use gouache or pencil to draw. 
My teachers said crayons, color pencil and watercolor were low-grade materials, and that oil 
painting was the most advanced one. We practiced drawing still lives, plaster statues and 
portraits repeatedly because these were within the examination syllabus. Paintings were created 
according to strict step-by-step rules. My teachers would have me memorize color schemes and 
set painting processes like they were mathematic formulas. Rembrandt's painting style was the 
undisputed standard of painting, and all other styles were considered incorrect. However, I liked 
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Matisse (Figure 2) and Bonnard's work (Figure 3). So, I began to use high-purity color and 
distort my figures. I started to like to use small round brushes and mix my colors on the paper 
rather than a palette, but everything I did was not allowed. I could only copy my idols’ works 
from books, and the teachers would not teach me anymore. I tried to find my own bliss. For 
example, I found that color also has weight, so the way I arranged different colors to balance out 
my pictures was very interesting to me. Guiding the audience's sight with the dynamic of people 







Figure 2(up) “Large Reclining Nude”, by Henri Matisse, 1935. https://www.wikiart.org/en/henri-
matisse/pink-nude-1935 
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B. Why I chose Illustration 
• Choosing the Wrong Major at Undergrad School 
 
 
Under the pressure of examinations for six years, my innovation, my imagination and my 
passion for painting seemed to have disappeared. And I did not remember a single thing taught to 
me by my teacher. As a result, my test scores were very low. I was like a faulty machine that 
could neither produce good products nor do anything else correct. It made me very frustrated. 
What I learned in my childhood seemed to have been deleted. I did not realize that I once 
enjoyed painting. After my college entrance examinations, I did not want to draw anymore. I put 
all my tools and pictures into a storage room. I felt confused when I had to choose a major. I did 
not do any research, but I knew that most of my class mates were choosing to study graphic 
design so I followed the trend. After the start of the first term, I began to truly know what was in 
store for me. 
At that time, I met my mentor, Wang Ling, who was a super realist. I was invited to her 
studio to see a few of her serial works, titled "Behind" (Figure 4). That visit freed me from the 
shackles of my six years of orthodox education. Her paintings were huge and of women’s hair of 
all things. The compositions were simple and colors were very pure, which gave it the feel of 
pop art. The shape of the hair was also rendered somewhat cartoon-like. I could count all the 
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hairs, because the paintings were so detailed. I did not really like the paintings at the time, but 
since she was my mentor I change my major to join the oil painting studio. 
 
 
Figure 4. “Behind”, Oil painting, by Wang Ling, 2008. 
https://wangling.artron.net/works_detail_brt000797900012 
 
This was my second turning point. At the very beginning, I just drew everything that she 
told me to, such as enlarged parts of objects, drawn on large pieces of paper. I was required to 
spend a month on each painting. Starting with the pieces of a cut tomato, I gradually learned to 
enjoy the process of painting details. Until she asked us to paint the model with collage, it 
occurred to me that I remembered something I had forgotten a long time ago. She encouraged me 
to try different techniques with different materials, although I was not willing to try some of 
them. She told that I should not reject any material. If I tried them all, I would find out which 
suited me best. She also showed me a lot of different styles of painting, such as Pearlstein’s 
figure paintings, which look like people made out of steel, Andrew Wyeth’s always-clever 
compositions, Lucian Freud’s neurotic figures, and Fernando Botero’s fat subject matter, etc. 
One of the most influential artists for me at the time was David Hockney (Figure 5). I like his 
color sensibilities. His paintings made me realize that my pictures are unique worlds that only 
belongs to me, and I can build them as I see fit. Because of his influence, I became to draw on 
my iPad. I started to have my own ideas and took the initiative to draw more and more works. 
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My mentor gave me some advice. I broke the barrier every time when she critiqued my work, 
and I became interested in drawing again. 
 
 








• First Introduction to Illustration & Why an MFA in Illustration 
 
 
In my sophomore year, I was fortunate enough to begin a three-week illustration class. At 
that moment, I realized that illustration is what I had been doing all my life when I used 
drawings to describe my life. Our first assignment was to use five pictures to tell a little story. 
Everything began to click for me. That assignment rekindled all the fun I had making art in my 
childhood that my Orthodox Chinese education had stolen from me. While I was studying 
illustration, I heard from one of my art history professors that the illustrator Victo Ngai was on 
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the “Forbes’s Richest People” list, which really caught my attention. I started to check her work 
online. I fell in love with her artworks in the first moment. Later I saw Lisk Feng, Marcos Chin, 
and Yuko Shimizu’s work as well. They were originally from Asia. Yuko is a Japanese in her 
30s who resigned from Tokyo and came to the United States to study illustration. Lisk and Victo 
were Chinese international students. Some years ago they also traveled across the ocean like me 
to study illustration in the United States. In my junior year, I participated in the workshop held 
by Lisk in Guangzhou. She recounted the process of studying MFA at the MICA, and some sad 
experiences after graduation. When she was looking for a job and waiting for a work visa, her 
mood was very low, but she still insisted on creating illustrations that made people feel the hope 
of life(figure 6). Now they have become the best in this field. From then on, I started looking for 
inspiration in their paintings. I learned how they dealt with the details, and more importantly, 
how to use pictures to express ideas.  
 
 




My illustration began to improve, but I was still very confused. My professors were 
concerned about my artwork. They had a point, but they did  not understand what I was trying to 
do with my artwork. I felt trapped yet again. They were trying to turn me back into a machine 
who only makes pretty pictures that were more about the aesthetic than my ideas. This was not 
what I wanted for myself, so decided that I should travel to the United States like my heroes, like 
Victo Ngai had done. 
 
II. MFA 
A. First Year & Second Year Research 
• Knowing this Major 
 
I was very excited to hear that Syracuse University, one of the graduate schools I applied 
to, had invited me to study there. Syracuse University seemed to be a good fit, because I could 
study what I was interested in and work my way up to my dream job. In my first graduate class 
at Syracuse I met my professor Tim Bower and he made me feel that the art world was free 
again. Everything I did in his class was something I had never done in my country. I tried 
different ways of painting. Tim had me draw distorted images, which I felt was very interesting. 
I no longer had to worry about making mistakes, because nothing was right or wrong, just 
different. Each piece we drew in class consisted of several human bodies, but each pose of the 
model was random, so the whole process was full of surprises. This process seemed unplanned, 
but I learned that I needed to plan the picture by using the remaining negative spaces. After 
several classes, I could skillfully use the basic elements of the picture to organize the picture. 
Although rhythm, composition, line, surface, and value are the things that teachers had 
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emphasized since I was a kid, they never really existed in my mind as clearly as they do now. At 
the same time, I began to fully believe in myself, without hesitation. As Wang Ling said, I 
started to get rid of my problems.  
In the first year I also took several courses in different illustration fields. To be honest, I 
did not know that there were so many types of illustrations before taking these courses. These 
lessons were difficult for me, because I used to paint my own fine art, and most of them have no 
clear theme. However, illustrations need to communicate with an audience, which made me 
realize that I need to find a balance between what I wanted to draw and what I was required to 
express. This problem has troubled me since I started to draw illustrations, and even now I am 
still troubled by this problem. 
I found that I was not interested in sequential art classes, but it did not mean that they 
were useless to me. First of all, after trying different courses, I made clear the direction of my 
illustration, which is editorial illustration. Secondly, I realized the importance of sketches in the 
process of creation. More importantly, I learned some narrative methods and the experience of 




• Accepting and Appreciating Different Works of Art & Exploring other Fields of 
Study 
 
I took a half-month summer course in New York City. The city seemed to be built for 
artists. Art galleries and museums were everywhere. I could finally see in person many of the 
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masterpieces that were in my mother’s books. However, these painting paled in comparison to 
Henri Rousseau’s Work, The Dream(figure 7). His work depicts humans and beasts warming 
each other in tropical jungles filled with fantastic colors. I love his paintings dreamy qualities 
that transport you back to the age of myth. Before coming to New York, I had no idea who 
Rousseau was, until I was standing in front of his paintings with tears of joy in my eyes. Besides 
the wonderful museums, New York's decor really made an impression on me with all of its many 
store fronts and shops. The city met all my needs and more. New York reassured me that coming 
to the United States for graduate school was the right choice. 
 
 




In the class, I met many art directors. They introduced the industry and market needs in 
various fields of illustration. We also invited some famous illustrators, like Lisk Feng and Jasu 
Hu. They shared their experience of studying abroad, which greatly encouraged me. They 
discussed with me the works I had at the time. They analyzed many of my deficiencies and gave 
me very practical suggestions. I was frustrated and confused at the time. In the following year, I 
tried different methods and different styles. 
I also tried new creative techniques. I studied a printmaking class for one year. Although 
most of the manual production process may not help my illustration creation, the process of 
printmaking made me realize the importance of shape and the importance of layer management. 
The focus of the creation of this course was to explore the artist's self. Guided by this class, I 
learned to reflect on myself . Especially during the preparatory process, I kept reflecting on 
myself, whether I chose the topic that interests me, and whether I clearly expressed my point of 
view. Self-reflection can keep my thinking clear and avoid overthinking or wrong expression. 
 
 
B. Concerns: Learning English & Culture Gaps 
 
Although I seem to have achieved my undergraduate dream, life in the United States was 
far more difficult than I thought. The most sensitive thing for me was spending money. When I 
first came to the United States, I had to multiply the number by seven to calculate how much 
RMB I spent. In order to reduce the financial burden, I forced myself to find a part-time job. I 
decided to work in a restaurant because this kind of work can save my daily expenses and help 
me integrate into American life. I prepared what I might say to others the next day, and then 
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checked whether these sentences were grammatically correct. I tried not to say what I had not 
prepared. I was afraid of being laughed at because I said something wrong.  
My colleagues had a good impression of me because I was very capable and never 
complained, and sometimes I even completed their work. What they did not know was that I 
never complained because my English was not good, and I finished my work earlier than others 
because I did not participate in gossip. I rarely communicated with colleagues so that nobody 
remembered  my name. Everyone called me ‘Asian girl’ because I was the only Asian. In order 
to be able to write down what the guests ordered in time, I memorized the entire menu. When I 
first walked into the kitchen, I even wanted to vomit, because I couldn't bear the smell of the 
dairy products. My whole body was shaking when I first took the order. I didn't have time to rest 
after the work, I had to do school work.  
After everything settled down, my life became very plain, and the contents of each day 
were basically the same. I repeated my busy life like clockwork. Fortunately, I got used to it after 
half a year. I started chatting and joking with my colleagues. Everyone now remembered my 
name. I kept learning new things; subconsciously, I had done all types of work in the restaurant. 
After a year I became a supervisor and started training new employees for the restaurant. 
Although I was mentally prepared when I came to the United States, I was always 
panicked and vulnerable when the crisis really came. The first time I felt racism was when I 
crossed the street in New York, I clearly remembered that it was 31st Madison Ave. I was 
crossing the road and tying my hair, probably because I walked slowly, a person in the car 
shouted to me ‘stupid Asian Chinese’. I did not feel angry. I only felt fear and guilty, as if I was 
really wrong. I dared not turned my head to look at the yelling person, nor did I dare to see if 
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there are other Asians around. I bowed my head and walked quickly, though that I really wanted 
to go home(figure 8). 
 





III. Reflection of MFA Journey 
A. Thesis Project 
• Background 
Since the Opium War of 1840, the Chinese realized that we were far behind Western 
countries. Studying abroad has become a way to save the country. After the humiliating history, 
most Chinese people had two impressions of Western countries: anything in the Western 
countries was advanced; and Western countries were against us. On the one hand, people were 
rushing for imported goods. The best educational resources were of course abroad. On the other 
hand, some Chinese transferred their hostility towards Western countries to Chinese international 
students. The misleading viewpoints of film, television works and news also caused people to 
misunderstand Chinese international students. 
Abroad, the public’s misunderstanding of China was also reflected in their attitude 
towards Chinese students. When the coronavirus outbreak occurred in China, an article in The 
Wall Street Journal on February 3, 2020, was “China is the Real Sick Man of Asia”. On Feb.5, 
The Province newspaper published a front page headline that sparked backlash from some in the 
local Chinese-Canadian community1(figure 9). After the outbreak started, my colleagues often 
asked me questions that made me uncomfortable. For example, why do the Chinese eat 
everything? Do Chinese people wear masks because the air is so poor that people cannot breathe 
normally? There was no evidence that the virus originated in China, but many people thought 
 
1 “B.C. newspaper's coronavirus headline called out for racial discrimination 




that the Chinese were equal to the virus. A colleague of mine wanted to hug me, but he suddenly 
stopped and asked me, “did you carry the virus?” In March, a female Chinese student walked on 
Marshall Street with a mask. Several white girls coughed and spit at her intentionally. This 
incident led me and my friends to dare not wear masks. Before the school closed, we were afraid 
of being infected by viruses and racial discrimination. 
 
 





The audience for this series of illustrations is people who are not Chinese international 
students. This audience known little about Chinese international students, and even have many 
misunderstandings. Gallup Migrant Acceptance Index shows that Migrant Acceptance in 
Canada, U.S. Follows Political Lines2 and more than half of adults (54%) across 143 countries 
 
2  Neli Esipova, Julie Ray and Anita Pugliese, “ Migrant Acceptance in Canada, U.S. Follows 
Political Lines,” GALLUP News, World, APRIL 26, 2018, accessed April 9, 2020, 
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that Gallup surveyed in 2018 said their cities or communities are good places for immigrants to 
live. 3 These articles showed that most local residents hold a neutral attitude towards foreign 
students. I felt need to consciously and purposefully use the relevant picture elements as a way of 
emotional expression to moderately cover up or exaggerate my emotional expression. For 
example, I placed international students in a more extreme environment. The greater the contrast 
between the content presented in the illustration and the subjective impression of audience, the 




To my mind, these misunderstandings could be eliminated only if people understood 
Chinese international students. Therefore, I decided to show the true status of Chinese 
international students by recording our experience of studying abroad. I created a series of 
illustrations as the subject of the experience of studying abroad. The narrative of the illustrations 
needs to be supported by a persuasive and opinionated story. My initial theme was to describe 
the self-rescue of Chinese international students. But based on the audience's knowledge of 
Chinese international students, I changed the theme to using Chinese students as an example to 
describe the psychological process of adapting to a new environment. In this way, the audience is 




3 Julie Ray, Anita Pugliese and Neli Esipova, “Worldwide, 54% See Communities as Good for 






Chinese international students. This series of illustrations expresses my personal emotions and 
ideas according to this specific theme. It is not only focused on my personal experience, but also 




A. Artistic Process  
• Research Process  
 
The research object of the final thesis is Chinese international students, and I am one of 
them. My experience and my subjective feelings became the main source. I also collected stories 
from my friends. I looked up the chat history with them and collected what we complained about 
and what we worried about from the beginning of studying abroad. At the same time, I read a lot 
of social media of Chinese international students, such as the content shared on Facebook and the 





After summarizing the reference materials, I chose some keywords. Keywords help 
artists to summarize information and clarify the theme of an illustration. Keywords can be one or 
a few words or a sentence. They could be the summary of entire article or an important 
paragraph or a sentence. I created a series of illustrations based on these keywords. My 
commonly used creative method was to extend the keywords, which was a way to visualize 
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them. An effective and simple way was to search the keywords on Google. For example, for 
“panic”, the search results on Google parsed panic, which mentioned fear, overwhelming, 
anxiety, irrational behavior, hysterical. I also wrote down what I thought after seeing the word. 
When people saw the word ‘festival’, it was easy to think of gifts, decorations, food, etc. 
Screening of elements can ensure the accuracy of narrative and emotional expression. 
Because keywords can extend a lot of elements, some have been off topic. The audience has 
individual differences, such as gender, race, education level, personality, etc. These differences 
have different effects on the artist's emotional expression effect. In order to avoid the 
misunderstanding of illustration caused by these influences, artists should choose elements that 
are more acceptable to the general public. For example, the selection of graphics can refer to the 
icon used for explanation(figure 10). Repeating the elements that conveyed important 
information in one or a series of illustrations, or placing these elements as the focal point of the 
illustrations can enhance the stimulation of the particular emotion on the audience. For example, 
Asians, school supplies and drugs appeared repeatedly in my illustrations. They could express 









• Color Palette 
 
The determination of emotional tone and color palette were also very important for the 
creation of this series of illustrations. The emotion that artist wanted to express would affect the 
color choice of the picture. There are commonly noted psychological effects of color as it relates 
to two main categories: warm and cool. Warm colors – such as red, yellow and orange – can 
spark a variety of emotions ranging from comfort and warmth to hostility and anger. Cool colors 
– such as green, blue and purple – often spark feelings of calmness as well as sadness4(figure 
11). In the final thesis, the emotions I wanted to express were negative. So I chose cool colors, 
mainly blue. 
 
4  “Color Psychology: The Emotional Effects of Colors,” Art Therapy,  Art & ArtX Online 









Before I started drawing the final version, I would draw four drafts for each illustration. 
Each draft had a different idea(figure 12). If I really couldn’t think up four different ideas, I 
would try different compositions for one idea(figure 13) (figure 14). In order to achieve the 
purpose of narrative, the composition of the illustration needed to considered authenticity and 
continuity. For example, presenting an fictitious environment in the illustration, it could be a 
imaginary place or abstract space. This environment could be used to create a sense of 
authenticity and bring the audience into the context of the story. The plot of each illustration was 
embedded in the plot of another illustration, or each illustration had some elements that appeared 
in the illustration before or after it. These methods can enhance the relationship between 
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illustrations, so that the story that the artist wants to express can be continuously presented. 
These methods could enhance the relationship between illustrations, so that the story that the 
artist wanted to express could presented with continuity. 
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Figure 12. Sketches for “Frustration”, Haijingchao Su, 2019. 
Figure 13. Sketches for “Drifter”, Haijingchao Su, 2020. 
Figure 14. “Drifter”, Haijingchao Su, 2020. 
 
 
IV. Conclusion  
 
My final thesis was my first relatively complete illustration series. Although I made a lot 
of preliminary preparations, some problems still occurred due to lack of experience. The first 
was that I did not plan the order of the illustrations in advance, which caused me to adjust many 
times in the later period, but some illustrations still did not connect well with one another. The 
second was that my choice of colors was too monotonous, which made the initial illustrations too 
consistently blue. This was due to my misunderstanding of the Color unity in a series of 
illustrations. The last one was that I did not have control over my creative cycle. Because the 
cycle of creating a illustration was too long, my thoughts, techniques and style changed during 
the completion process. These deficiencies would weaken the coherence of the narrative and the 
accuracy of emotional expression. 
My final thesis was created based on my experience, which contains many of my 
personal feelings about studying abroad and some methods of editorial illustration creation. 
Although I expressed negative emotions through this series of illustrations, on the other hand, it 
also allowed those who blindly yearn for studying abroad to make rational choices. For Chinese 




Mencius said that, “whenever heaven invests a person with great responsibilities, it first 
exercises his mind with suffering, and his muscles and bones with toil. It exposes his body to 
hunger, and subjects him to extreme poverty. In this way his patience and endurance are 
developed and his weakness is overcome.” 5We can only reach our goal after suffering in our 
hearts and bodies. Success doesn't come easy. Only when I express my emotions in words and 
describe my experience through my illustrations can people understand this process. We will all 
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